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Abstract— The paper presents the results of experimental
tests carried out to validate the performance of a decentralized
control law, for the collective circular motion of a team of
nonholonomic vehicles. The considered control strategy ensures
global asymptotic stability in the single-vehicle case andlocal
asymptotic stability in the multi-vehicle scenario. The main
purpose of this work is to verify these theoretical properties in
a real-world scenario. As a side contribution, a low-cost exper-
imental setup is presented, based on the LEGO Mindstorms
technology. The setup features good scalability, it is versatile
enough to be adopted for the evaluation of different control
strategies and it exhibits several issues to be faced in real-world
applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest toward
multi-agent systems, due to their potential application in
many different fields: collective motion of autonomous ve-
hicles, exploration of unknown environments, surveillance,
distributed sensor networks, biology, etc. (see e.g. [1], [2]
and references therein). Although a rigorous stability analysis
of multi-agent systems is generally a very difficult task, nice
theoretical results have been obtained both in the case of
linear models ([1], [3], [4]) and in the more challenging
scenario of nonholonomic vehicles ([2], [5], [6]). On the
other hand, most of the proposed algorithms have been tested
only in simulation and relatively few experimental resultscan
be found in the literature (see e.g. [7], [8], [9]).

The contribution of the paper is twofold. First, it presents
results on the experimental validation of a recently proposed
decentralized control law, for the collective circular motion
of a group of agents [10]. The objective of the team is to
achieve counterclockwise rotation about a reference beacon.
The considered control strategy ensures global asymptotic
stability in the single-vehicle case and local asymptotic sta-
bility in the multi-vehicle scenario. As a second contribution,
the paper describes a low-cost experimental setup, based on
the LEGO Mindstorms technology, which can be of interest
for the performance evaluation of different control schemes
for collective motion of multi-vehicle systems. Although the
adopted technology exhibits some severe limitations, in terms
of computing power, communication resources and actuator
precision, the experimental results show a collective behavior
of the robot team which is fairly close to that predicted by
theoretical results.
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The paper is structured as follows. In Section II the col-
lective circular motion problem, for a team of unicycle-like
vehicles is stated. Section III summarizes some theoretical
properties of the decentralized control law to be validated.
Section IV presents an overview of the experimental setup
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed control
strategy. Experimental results are reported in Section V,
while in Section VI some conclusions are drawn.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let us consider a group ofn agents whose motion is
described by the kinematic equations

ẋi = v cos θi

ẏi = v sin θi i = 1, . . . , n (1)

θ̇i = ui,

where [xi yi θi] ∈ R
2 × [−π, π) represents thei-th agent

pose,v is the forward speed (assumed to be constant) and
ui is the angular speed, which plays the role of control input
for vehicle i. Each vehicle is supposed to be equipped with
a sensory system providing range and bearing measurements
with respect to: i) a virtual reference beacon, and ii) all
its neighbors. Specifically, with reference to thei-th agent,
(ρi, γi) will denote the measurements w.r.t. the beacon,
while (ρij , γij) will denote the measurement w.r.t. thej-
th agent (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Two vehicles (triangles) and a beacon (cross).

In order to explicitly take into account sensor limitations,
a visibility region Vi is defined for each agent, representing
the region where it is assumed that the sensors of thei-th
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Fig. 2. Visibility region of i-th andj-th vehicle.

vehicle can perceive its neighbors. In this paper, the visibility
region has been chosen as the union of two sets (see Figure
2):

- A circular sector of radiusdl and angular amplitude
2αv, centered at the vehicle. It models the presence of
a long range sensor with limited angular visibility (e.g.,
a laser range finder).

- A circular region around the vehicle of radiusds, which
models a proximity sensor (e.g., a ring of sonars) and
plays the role of a “safety region” around the vehicle.

This means that the measurements(ρij , γij) are available to
the i-th agent if and only if one of the following conditions
is verified: (i) |ρij | ≤ dl and|βd(γij)| ≤ αv ; (ii) |ρij | ≤ ds,
where

βd(γij) =

{

γij if 0 ≤ γij ≤ π
γij − 2π if π < γij < 2π.

(2)

The objective of the team is to achieve collective circular
motion about the beacon, while at the same time avoiding
collisions. In the next section, a decentralized control law
addressing this problem is briefly described (see [10]).

III. D ECENTRALIZED CONTROL LAW

In order to illustrate the considered control law, some
definitions are in order. LetNi be the set containing the
indexes of the vehicles that lie inside the visibility region Vi

of the i-th agent. Define the functions

g(ρ; c, ̺) = ln
( (c− 1) · ρ+ ̺

cb · ̺

)

and

αd(γ;ψ) =

{

γ(t) if 0 ≤ γ(t) ≤ ψ
γ(t) − 2π if ψ < γ(t) < 2π.

wherec, ̺ andψ ∈ (3

2
π, 2π) are given constants.

The proposed control law computes the inputui(t) as

ui(t) = fib(ρi, γi) +
∑

j 6= i
j ∈ Ni(t)

fij(ρij , γij). (3)

where

fib(ρi, γi) =

{

kb · g(ρi; cb, ρ0) · αd(γi;ψ) if ρi > 0

0 if ρi = 0,
(4)

and

fij(ρij , γij) =

{

kv · g(ρij ; cv, d0) · βd(γij) if ρij > 0

0 if ρij = 0,
(5)

The functionβd(γij) has been defined in (2) whilekb > 0,
cb > 1, ρ0 > 0, kv > 0, cv > 1, d0 > 0 are the controller
parameters. In particular,d0 is the desired distance between
two consecutive vehicles when rotating about the beacon.

The motivation for the control law (3)-(5) relies in the
fact that each agenti is driven by the termfib(·) towards
the counterclockwise circular motion about the beacon, while
the termsfij(·) have a twofold aim: to enforceρij = d0

for all the agentsj ∈ Ni and, at the same time, to favor
collision-free trajectories. Indeed, thei-th vehicle is attracted
by any vehicle j ∈ Ni if ρij > d0, and repulsed if
ρij < d0. Moreover, the termg(ρij , cv, d0) in (5) is always
negative forρij < ds, thus pushing thej-th agent outside the
circular safety region around thei-th vehicle and therefore
hindering collisions among the vehicles. The expected result
of such combined actions is that the agents safely reach the
counterclockwise circular motion in a number of platoons,
in which the distances between consecutive vehicles isd0.
Notice that the setsNi are time-varying, which implies that
the control law (3) switches every time a vehicle enters into
or exits from the regionVi.

Some theoretical results have been proved for this control
law (see [10], [11]). The first one concerns the single-vehicle
case, and can be summarized as follows.

Result 1: Let n = 1. If the control parameterskb, cb, ρ0

are chosen such that

min
ρ

ρ g(ρ; cb, ρ0) > −
2 v

3 π kb

, (6)

then the counterclockwise rotation about the beacon with
rotational radiusρe defined as the unique solution of

v

ρe

− kb · g(ρe; cb, ρ0) ·
π

2
= 0

and angular velocityv
ρe

, is a globally asymptotically stable
limit cycle for the system (1) with the control law (3).
The above result basically states that in the single-vehicle
case, the control lawui = fib results in the counterclockwise
rotation of the vehicle about the beacon, with a radiusρe,
for every initial configuration.

For the multi-vehicle case, a sufficient condition has been
derived which guarantees the local asymptotic stability ofthe
team configurations corresponding to the collective circular
motion about the beacon.



Result 2: Let αv ≤ π
2

, and assume that (6) holds. If the
controller parameters satisfyds < d0 < dl and

ϕ

2
< arcsin

(

d0

2ρe

)

< min

{

π − ϕ

n− 1
, αv

}

(7)

where

ϕ = min
{

αv , arcsin
( dl

2ρe

)}

1

then every configuration ofn vehicles in counterclockwise
circular motion around a fixed beacon, with rotational radius
ρi = ρe defined in (7),γi = π

2
and ρij = d0 ∀i = 1 . . . n

and∀j ∈ Ni, corresponds to a limit cycle for the system (1)
with the control law (3). Moreover, if

kv

kb

≤ 2
cv
cb

cb − 1

cv − 1
, (8)

then the aforementioned limit cycles are locally asymptoti-
cally stable.

The right side inequality in (7) guarantees that then
vehicles can lie on a circle of radiusρe, with distance
d0 between two consecutive vehicles and with at least one
vehicle that does not perceive any other vehicle. The left side
inequality in (7) ensures that at equilibrium, a vehicle cannot
perceive more than one vehicle within its visibility region
(see Figure 3), i.e. card(Ni) ∈ {0, 1}. In (7), ϕ represents
the maximum angular distanceγij such that thei-th vehicle
perceives thej-th one, when the two vehicles are moving in
circular motion with rotational radiusρe.
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Fig. 3. Three vehicles in an equilibrium configuration satisfying condition
(7). Notice that in this exampleϕ = arcsin

“
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”
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When (7) is satisfied, there can be several different equilib-
rium configurations, all corresponding to collective circular
motion about the beacon. Indeed, there may beq vehicles
with card(Ni) = 0 andn−q vehicles with card(Ni) = 1, i.e.
the equilibrium configuration is made ofq separate platoons.
The limit cases are obviouslyq = 1 (a unique platoon) and
q = n (n vehicles rotating independently about the beacon).

It is worth noticing that this control law does not require
exteroceptive orientation measurements, nor labeling of the

1With a slight abuse of notation, it is meant thatϕ = αv whenever
dl > 2ρe.

vehicles. Each agent can easily compute its control input
from range and bearing measurements, without any exchange
of information.

Selection of the control law parameters so that the con-
straints (6),(7) and (8) are satisfied, is always feasible.
A detailed discussion on the control parameter design is
reported in[11].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section the structure of the mobile robot team
used in the experiments will be briefly discussed. A Lego
Mindstorms [12] mobile robot team has been built: the robots
are identical, except for the LED markers position on robots
top, that allow a centralized supervision system (CSS) to
detect their unique identity, and estimate their position and
orientation.

The robots have a differential drive kinematics and are
driven by two motors, while an idler wheel acts as third
support (see Figure 4). Hence, they are nonholonomic vehi-
cles that can be modelled as unicycles according to (1) and
can be driven by setting the linear speedv and the angular
speedu.The motors drive the wheels with a 9:1 gear ratio,
while the encoders are coupled to the motors with a 1:5
gear ratio: in this way we get enough torque for the driving
wheels and a good resolution for encoders (720 ticks per
wheel revolution).

Fig. 4. Mindstorms mobile team

Every vehicle is controlled by a Lego RCX programmable
brick [13] on which runs BrickOS realtime operating sys-
tem [14]: this OS allows to run C/C++ programs to control
the motors with 255 PWM levels, to read encoders and
to communicate with the CCS via an IR serial protocol.
BrickOS also defines its own wireless communication pro-
tocol called LNP (LegOS Network Protocol [15]).

On the RCX a two degrees of freedom closed loop con-
troller is implemented to ensure fast and accurate trackingof
the linear and angular speed provided by the CSS. A PI feed-
back control is integrated with a feed-forward action based
on the knowledge of the pre-estimated characteristic between
RCX PWM output and wheel angular speed. The estimated
curve is reversed and used as reference command, which
is tracked by the PI loop with encoders speed feedback.
Due to RCX numerical approximations and mechanical dead
zones, the vehicles cannot have an angular speed less than
0.05 rad/s. The maximum linear speed is about0.07m/s.
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Fig. 5. Centralized Supervision System

The Centralized Supervision System is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5. A camera fixed on the lab ceiling is used to cap-
ture the motion of the vehicles. Robots are detected in
position, orientation and unique identity thanks to LED
lighting markers mounted facing the camera in a isosceles
triangle shape. Image capture and processing, and control law
implementation are carried out in MATLAB environment,
which also sends speed commands to the team via an IR
Lego Tower. To interface MATLAB to a standard Lego USB
IR tower a MEX DLL has been written on purpose.
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Fig. 6. Image acquisition

Image capturing and processing can be summarized as
follows (see Figure 6).

1) A greyscale frame is captured and filtered with a
brightness threshold to detect vehicles LED.

2) Robot identity, position and orientation are estimated
from the extracted isosceles triangles.

3) Since the Lego robots do not have on-board range find-
ers, range and bearing measurementsρi, γi, ρij γij

with respect to the (virtual) reference beacon and the
robot neighbors, required by the control law (3), are
estimated by the software.

The control law output commands are represented as
floating point numbers, and need to be converted to 16 bit
integers before being sent in order to keep a good precision
for on-robot integer arithmetic calculations. The commands
for all the robots are packed together and sent once for
every sampling time; at the beginning of the experiment
every robot is given an ID number accordingly to its lighting
marker shape, so that when the robot receives the packet, it
recognizes which chunk contains its own data.

At the beginning of an experiment, the robots are given an
ID and placed inside the area framed by the ceiling camera.
Then, robots behavior can be stated as follows:

• while no IR packet is incoming the robot remains still;
• when the packet is received, the robot starts to move

with speeds set by CSS and regulated by the local
2DOFs controller;

• if no new packet is received within a predefined timeout,
the robot stops.

The entire experiment is controlled by a MATLAB script
that samples robot trajectories, to allow for successive data
analysis. Such a centralized architecture has two main pur-
poses. First, the CSS is used to simulate the presence of
onboard sensors, thus allowing for the use of inexpensive
vehicles. Secondly, all the computations can be done on a
standard PC, without overloading the vehicle RCX, which
is exclusively devoted to the motor control. Nonetheless,
it must be remarked that the tested control law is actually
decentralized. In the experiments, the input of each agent is
computed by the CSS on the basis of the sole measurements
the agent would have access to, if it was equipped with a
proper sensory system. Analogously, as far as the control law
is concerned, vehicles need not to be distinguishable. They
are labelled only for communication purpose.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, preliminary results of experimental tests
involving two vehicles, are reported. The forward speed is
set to v = 0.06 m/s. Range and bearing measurements
are extracted from the images taken by the ceiling camera,
simulating on-board range sensors (e.g., a laser rangefinder
or a sonar ring). To account for sensor limited field of view, a
visibility region like that presented in Section II is assumed,
with αv = π/2, dl = 1 m andds = 0.3 m (see Figure 2).

Several experiments have been carried out with different
initial vehicle poses and different values of the controller
parameters. In all cases the team behavior ended up in
circular motion about the beacon.

In a first set of tests the following controller parameters
have been used (see Section III):ψ = 290◦, kp = 0.25,
ρ0 = 0.35, cb = 2, kv = 0.45, d0 = 0.4, cv = 2.
This choice ofkp andρ0 corresponds to a desired circular
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Fig. 7. Vehicle paths (dotted lines) and desired circular path (solid line)
about the beacon (asterisk). Filled triangles represent the vehicle initial
poses, empty triangles represent the final vehicle poses.
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Fig. 8. Actual distancesρ1, ρ2 of the vehicles to the beacon (solid lines)
and desired radiusρe = 0.57 (dashed line).
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Fig. 9. Actual distanceρ12 between the vehicles (solid line) and desired
oned0 = 0.4.
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Fig. 10. Vehicle paths (dotted lines) and desired circular path (solid line)
about the beacon (asterisk). Filled triangles represent the vehicle initial
poses, empty triangles represent the final vehicle poses.
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Fig. 11. Actual distancesρ1, ρ2 of the vehicles to the beacon (solid lines)
and desired radiusρe = 0.6 (dashed line).
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motion of radiusρe = 0.57 m, while d0 models a desired
displacement between vehicles in circular motion of0.4 m.
The other parameters have been designed such that right
side inequality in (7) is satisfied (the left side inequalitycan
be neglected in the case of two vehicles, since obviously
card(Ni) ∈ {0, 1}). In Figure 7 the vehicle paths (dotted
lines) of a typical experiment are depicted. Filled triangles
correspond to the vehicle initial poses, while empty triangles
represent the vehicle poses at the end of the run. After a
transient (whose duration depends on the initial conditions)
both trajectories approach a circle of radiusρe, and the
vehicle separation settles aboutd0. These considerations
are supported by Figures 8-9, where the agent distances
from the beacon and the inter-vehicle distance are shown,
respectively. Moreover, one can observe that this control
strategy is actually effective in avoiding collisions, also when
considering the finite size of the vehicles (roughly enclosed
in a circle of0.1 m radius).

In a second set of experiments the desired inter-vehicle
distance has been set tod0 = 0.6 m. The parameters
kb = 0.16, ρ0 = 0.3 result in a desired radiusρe = 0.6,
while kv = 0.3 guarantees that condition (8) is satisfied.
The other parameters have been chosen as before. Also in
this case both agents end up in rotating about the beacon at
the desired distanceρe (see Figures 10-11), with a relative
displacement approximately equal tod0 (see Figure 12). The
collision avoidance effect of the cross termsfij in the control
law (3), and the role of the safety regions around each agent
are clearly visible in Figure 10. When the vehicles come
too close (see the initial part of the trajectories) the control
inputs steer the agents away to prevent collisions.

The overall experimental validation has shown that the
considered control law is robust to a number of uncertainty
sources and unmodeled effects arising in practice: poorly ac-
curate measurements (due to the low resolution, uncalibrated
camera), delays (due to image processing, IR communication
between the central unit and vehicle controllers), nonlinear
phenomena affecting the actuators (RCX numerical approx-
imations, mechanical dead-zones).

The tests presented so far are the first results of an
ongoing work. Experiments on teams including three and
four vehicles are currently being performed and will be
included in the final version of the paper.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the experimental validation of a decentralized
control law, for the collective circular motion of nonholo-
nomic vehicles, has been presented. In spite of a quite chal-
lenging scenario (inaccurate measurements, communication
delays, actuator saturation), promising preliminary results
have been obtained, suggesting that the considered control
strategy can be effectively applied in a real-world scenario.
Moreover, the adopted experimental setup provides a cost-
effective solution for the validation of different controllaws
for multi-agent systems.

The enlargement of the experimental area (via multiple
cameras) is currently under development. A future work will

be the validation of collective motion strategies in case of
moving reference beacon, as the considered control law has
been designed so that smooth transitions between circular
and parallel motion are expected when tracking a beacon
with time-varying velocity profile [11].
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